Stable expression of antibiotic resistance genes using a promoter fragment of the U1 snRNA gene.
As U1 snRNA is produced in all mammalian cell types, antibiotic resistance genes driven by this promoter would be ideally suited as genetic selection markers. However, although the U1 snRNA gene is transcribed by RNA polymerase II, its native product is not a messenger RNA, but a splicing cofactor. To test whether this promoter could nevertheless produce a functional mRNA, sensitive reporter genes expressing resistance to the antibiotics hygromycin-B and bleomycin were constructed with either the U1 snRNA promoter or the SV40 early promoter. Resistant cell lines could only be obtained with constructs equipped with a functional polyadenylation signal. With the U1 snRNA promoter about three times fewer colonies were obtained than with the SV40 early promoter. Another potential advantage of the U1 snRNA promoter is that, in contrast to the promoters commonly used to express genetic selection markers, the enhancer-like element contained in the U1 snRNA promoter had only a minimal stimulative effect, only detectable with the most sensitive methods, on an adjacent mRNA-producing gene. The U1 snRNA promoter was also capable of expressing bleomycin resistance in the context of a self-inactivating retrovirus vector, whereby it was discovered that the mouse 3T3 cells used in this experiment were 10 times more sensitive to bleomycin than human or hamster cell lines.